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Summary of the report
Herewith I certify an existing data protection management 
system according to the requirements of the valid Federal 
Data Protection Act 2018 (new) and the General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR) as an externally appointed 
data protection officer of the National Anti Doping Agency 
of Germany. 

The National Anti Doping Agency Germany has undergo-
ne an admission based on BSI Basic Protection and has 
implemented the recommendations for action. 

In particular, the following areas will be implemented in 
the DSMS data protection management system: 

• Order processing according to Art 28 DSGVO / §62 BDSG
• Procedural directories according to Art 30 DSGVO / §70  
 BDSG 
• Appropriate information procedure according to Art 15   
 DSGVO / §34 BDSG 
• Technical organisational measures according to Art 32   
 DSGVO 
• Privacy policy 
• Data protection employee sensitisation

Data Protection in Germany
EU data protection has so far been rather ineffective. This 
was also due to the lack of sanctions. With the 25.5.2018 
penalties of up to 20 million Euro or up to 4 percent of the 
worldwide annual turnover threaten - whichever is higher.  
Factors, such as the gravity and duration of an infringe-
ment, the number of people affected and the deliberate-
ness should be taken into account in the level of penalties.  

 
In future, affected parties can complain about possible 
infringements to the national data protection authority or 
the new EU-data protection committee. 

The implementation of the new legal requirements was 
implemented at the National Anti Doping Agency of 
Germany on 25 May 2018. 

NADAjus database
The NADA database NADAjus for the administration of 
sensitive and particularly sensitive data on the legal basis 
of the WADC and the NADC derived from it in connection 
with the Anti-Doping Act did not show any disturbances, 
conspicuities, erroneous accesses or even data losses in 
the reporting period. 

The use and publication practice is carried out in close 
coordination with the responsible data protection supervi-
sory authority on the part of NADA. 

Procedure log 
So far, the procedure directories have been created in the 
areas: 

• IT
• Administration / Secretariat
• Accounting department
• Office Communication / Office / Writing Department

Further process directories are being created. Existing 
process directories are maintained continuously. 

REPORT OF THE DATA PROTECTION OFFICER
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Data protection
The data protection officer Dr. Ralf Schadowski is the 
responsible external data protection officer. He is 
personally ISO 17024 certified in the area of data protec-
tion and is therefore continuously monitored. 

He supports the National Anti Doping Agency of Germany 
with 35 data protection specialists from  
his team who, depending on the specialist, also  
have current training levels.
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Fulfilment of information duties
The data protection information for websites and portals 
has been adapted to the requirements. 

Data erasure concept
Data will be deleted or blocked after the legal basis has 
ceased to exist or after a consent has been revoked, de- 
pending on the technical possibilities. Deletion instruc-
tions can also be found in the procedural indexes. 
 
The implementation of the deletions still has to be organi-
sed to a large extent. 

Rights of data subjects
The appropriate information procedure has been pre- 
pared, the process has been established and the template 
for possible requests for information has been drawn up. 

No requests for information have yet been received.

Data security incidents
There were no reportable data protection incidents or IT 
security incidents in the reporting period. 

Order processing agreements
All relevant service providers within the meaning of con- 
tract processing pursuant to Art. 30 DSGVO were contrac-
tually fixed and randomly inspected. 

The technical and organisational measures pursuant to 
Art. 32 of the DSGVO were examined and approved as a 
minimum guarantee of compliance with the accountability 
obligations pursuant to Art. 5 of the DSGVO. 

Training provided
The employees of NADA were subjected to a data protec-
tion employee sensitisation (BDSG, TKG, SGB, EU DSGVO).

Prior data protection checks of essential processes
The data protection officer will be requested if necessary, 
for example: 

• Infrastructure enhancements
• Operation of IT solutions
• Data protection requests from athletes
• Privacy requests from employees
• Data protection requests from other third parties

Information security
The responsible body was subjected to a BSI basic 
protection audit and recommendations for action were 
implemented. 

NADA has appointed a neutral external IT security officer.
In the reporting period, there were no relevant IT disrup-
tions or violations of information security. 

Perspective
In 2019, the data protection work at the National Anti 
Doping Agency of Germany will be continued.

Dr. Ralf W. Schadowski
External Data Protection Officer

NADA‘s Ombudsman
The former rower and Olympian Prof. Roland Baar acted as an 
independent ombudsman for anti-doping matters until June 2018.

He died unexpectedly and suddenly at the age of 53. Roland Baar 
was an important confidante for NADA and the athletes seeking 
advice. He was an important combatant for clean sport and 
has done essential work for confidence in anti-doping work. 
With great respect and shared grief with his family, NADA said 
goodbye. 


